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ABSTRACT: The high theoretical gravimetric capacity of the
Li−S battery system makes it an attractive candidate for
numerous energy storage applications. In practice, cell
performance is plagued by low practical capacity and poor
cycling. In an eﬀort to explore the mechanism of the discharge
with the goal of better understanding performance, we
examine the Li−S phase diagram using computational
techniques and complement this with an in situ 7Li NMR
study of the cell during discharge. Both the computational and
experimental studies are consistent with the suggestion that
the only solid product formed in the cell is Li2S, formed soon
after cell discharge is initiated. In situ NMR spectroscopy also
allows the direct observation of soluble Li+-species during cell
discharge; species that are known to be highly detrimental to capacity retention. We suggest that during the ﬁrst discharge
plateau, S is reduced to soluble polysulﬁde species concurrently with the formation of a solid component (Li2S) which forms near
the beginning of the ﬁrst plateau, in the cell conﬁguration studied here. The NMR data suggest that the second plateau is deﬁned
by the reduction of the residual soluble species to solid product (Li2S). A ternary diagram is presented to rationalize the phases
observed with NMR during the discharge pathway and provide thermodynamic underpinnings for the shape of the discharge
proﬁle as a function of cell composition.

1. INTRODUCTION
The possibility of high gravimetric capacity of the Li−S battery
system (1675 mA h g−1 assuming full S0 reduction to S2−)
makes it an attractive candidate for energy storage applications
where battery weight is of the highest importance, including
electric vehicle and mobile electronics applications. The
comparatively added beneﬁt of the Li−S system is the low
cost and greater availability of the electrode materials. The
commercial success of this system is limited due to poor cell
performance. In practice, the cell is plagued by low capacity and
poor cycling for a variety of reasons including the low ionic and
electronic conductivity of sulfur1 and the formation of soluble
intermediates.2 It is crucial for the success of this technology
that the mechanism of the discharge and the origin of these
issues are understood, in order to design better materials and
cell conﬁgurations.
The Li−S discharge somewhat unusually exhibits two
plateaus,3 for which several proposed mechanisms have been
© 2014 American Chemical Society

put forward. Direct evidence for these mechanisms is diﬃcult to
obtain due to multistep reactions that are further complicated
by the formation of a variety of transient species. To summarize
what is widely accepted, the ﬁrst discharge plateau is believed to
result in the formation of relatively long chain polysulﬁdes,
often suggested to be Li2S8 and Li2S6, while the second plateau
results in further reduction to shorter chain polysulﬁdes often
denoted as Li2S4, Li2S2, and ﬁnally, Li2S.4 It is thought that most
of these intermediate species are formed as the result of a
cascading reduction starting from solid S to produce dissolved
species in the electrolyte with the solubility decreasing as the
chain length of S decreases until ﬁnally, two solid products are
nominally formed: Li2S2 and Li2S.4
Various ex situ techniques have been used to probe this
proposed mechanism and have often resulted in contradictory
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to probe the products of the Li−S discharge and charge ex situ
proving to be a sensitive probe to detect both dissolved and
solid Li+ species.22 With in situ NMR, the increase in dissolved
Li+ and Li+-containing solid is observed during the discharge.
The formation of solubilized Li+ increases steadily during the
discharge concurrent with the formation of a Li+-containing
solid component, most likely Li2S, which forms near the
beginning of the ﬁrst plateau, much earlier in the discharge than
previously suggested.

conclusions regarding the nature of intermediate species and
the ﬁnal discharge product. The formation of amorphous solids
and dissolved salts limits the use of commonly employed
battery characterization techniques such as X-ray diﬀraction
(XRD). Identifying intermediate species is often diﬃcult as
species in solution are dynamic and constantly undergoing
disproportionation reactions,5−7 additionally creating challenges in the interpretation of ex situ measurements. Ex situ
measurements of the electrodes themselves can also be ﬂawed
as electrodes after cell disassembly can be contaminated with
intermediates that would otherwise be in solution.
The apparently contradictory results of many ex situ
characterization techniques highlight the need for robust in
situ characterization. A handful of in situ techniques have been
explored to reveal details regarding the mechanism of the Li−S
discharge. Nelson et al. determined with in situ XRD and
transmission X-ray microscopy that crystalline Li2S is not
formed at the end of discharge and most of the intermediate
polysulﬁdes are retained inside the cathode matrix.8 Lowe et al.
also used in situ XRD and coupled it with absorption
spectroscopy to show that a limited number of polysulﬁde
intermediates are involved in the discharge.9 Patel et al. were
able to detect soluble polysulﬁdes in the separator using in situ
UV−vis spectroscopy.10 The peak in the UV−vis, corresponding to the polysulﬁdes in the separator, gradually shifts to
shorter wavelengths during discharge indicating the shift from
long to short chains of S, consistent with the previously
suggested mechanisms.10 Cuisinier et al. presented in situ X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XANES) data that provided more
details on the diﬀerent pathways.11 The XANES suggests the
ﬁrst plateau is governed by the reduction of S8 to S82− followed
by disproportionation of S82− to S62− and S8.11 The voltage then
drops to the second plateau due to a supersaturation of
polysulﬁdes in the electrolyte, which has been proposed to
prevent further S8 reduction.11 XANES detects Li2S formation
near the middle of the second plateau, and this formation
increases at the end of discharge.11 No Li2S2 formation is
detected.11
The strengths of these diﬀerent techniques allow for unique
information to be gained from each. Here, we focus on
understanding the nature of intermediate species formed,
whether in the solid state or in solution, to determine the
possible causes of poor performance in the Li−S cell. We
employ density functional theory (DFT) methods to probe the
phase space between Li and S8 and determine the possible
thermodynamically favored solid-state phases formed during
operation of the Li−S cell and apply this insight to the
interpretation of in situ 7Li nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
measurements. In situ 7Li NMR has proven to be a valuable
tool to study dendrite formation on Li metal anodes,12
structural changes in Si electrodes during cycling,13 and Li
insertion into graphite14 and disordered carbons.15 To probe
the nature of the possible solid products, ab initio random
structure searching (AIRSS) is carried out for various LixS1−x
compounds. AIRSS has been successful in predicting the
ground-state structures of high-pressure phases of matter.16
More recently it has also been applied to the Li−P17 systems
along with defects in semiconductors 18,19 and Li-ion
batteries.20,21 We complement the AIRSS algorithm with direct
enumeration of vacancy-lithium disorder over sites of solid S
and Li2S. We ﬁnd from both approaches that the only expected
crystalline phase is Li2S, which we corroborate experimentally
by X-ray diﬀraction (XRD). 7Li NMR has been used previously

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Method 1. DFT methods were used to determine possible
structures and their quadrupolar coupling constants, CQ, in the LixS1−x
phase space. Possible structures between Li and S were probed using
AIRSS for a number of stoichiometries LixSy where 1 > x > 8 and 1 > y
> 8. High-throughput relaxations were also performed using the crystal
structures of the known phases of Li−O, Li−S, Li−Se, Li−Te, Na−O,
Na−S, Na−Se, and Na−Te. For each structure, the anions were
replaced with S and the cations with Li. The structures were relaxed
using forces calculated with DFT. Calculations were performed using
the plane wave CASTEP DFT code,23 and the Perdew−Burke−
Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange−correlation functional was used with
Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials.24 A basis set containing plane
waves with energies of up to 500 eV and a Monkhorst−Pack (MP)
grid corresponding to a Brillouin zone (BZ) sampling grid ﬁner than
2π × 0.05 Å−1 was used. Electric ﬁeld gradients were calculated to
obtain the quadrupolar coupling constant, CQ, for crystallographically
inequivalent Li and S sites in each structure. These parameters were
then averaged for each atomic species within each structure to aid the
visualization of trends for the large number of structures involved.25
Chemical shielding calculations were performed using a larger basis
set, 750 eV, and ﬁner BZ sampling 2π × 0.03 Å−1.26,27
Method 2. Additional formation energies of structures at low x
(LixS1−x) were calculated with ﬁrst-principles using DFT with PBE
exchange−correlation24 as implemented in the Vienna Ab Initio
Simulation Package (VASP)28 to supplement the AIRSS results.
Projector augmented wave29,30 pseudopotentials were used. All three
electrons of Li were treated as valence electrons, and an energy cutoﬀ
of 400 eV was used. Polysulﬁde structures with low-Li compositions
were created by introducing one Li atom into 68 candidate interstitial
sites found using a Voronoi diagram of orthorhombic sulfur, which is
comprised of S8 rings. The Wyckhoﬀ positions of the two lowest
energy structures from the Li1S32 conﬁgurations were found, and then
additional new structures were enumerated using the CASM code.31,32
Calculations were performed for 62 and 27 structures having
compositions Li8S32 and Li2S32, respectively. Higher Li-content
compositions (above x = 1/3) were calculated by placing Li+ into
the interstitial sites of face centered cubic (fcc) and hexagonal close
packed (hcp) S8. The formation energy of Li2S was also calculated
using the antiﬂuorite crystal structure to check agreement with
Method 1.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Solutions for ex situ NMR experiments on varying concentrations of
polysulﬁdes in the electrolyte solvent were prepared in an Ar glovebox.
A stock solution of 1 M lithium bis(triﬂuoromethane) sulfonamide
(LiTFSI) in 1,3-dioxolane (DOL)/dimethoxyethane (DME) (1:1, v/
v) electrolyte was ﬁrst prepared and used as the dilution solution for
the remainder of the series. A solution of 0.25 M nominal “Li2S6” (0.50
M Li and 1.5 M S) was prepared by mixing in the appropriate
quantities of Li2S and S8 into the electrolyte solution and stirring at
80 °C for 2 days. Similarly, a 0.25 M solution of nominal “Li2S8” (0.5
M Li and 2 M S) was prepared. To obtain a series of concentrations,
the concentrated 0.25 M solutions were diluted with the stock
electrolyte solution to achieve the desired concentrations. Solution 7Li
NMR was performed on a Bruker AVANCE500 MHz spectrometer in
screw-cap NMR tubes. Sealed capillaries ﬁlled with chloroform-d were
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placed in the NMR tube along with the sample to achieve a lock
without sacriﬁcing the integrity of the polysulﬁde solutions.
Bag cells were prepared for in situ NMR experiments. The cathode
was prepared by hand grinding sulfur (0.073 g, Sigma-Aldrich), Super
P (0.031 g, TIMCAL), and carbon nanoﬁbers (0.031 g, SigmaAldrich). Polytetraﬂuoroethylene (0.015 g, Sigma-Aldrich) was then
added and ground until a shiny ﬁlm was achieved. The cathode is
composed of S/Super P/carbon nanoﬁber/PTFE at a weight ratio of
50:20:20:10, respectively. The 1 M LiTFSI in DOL/DME (1:1, v/v)
electrolyte was prepared by ﬁrst drying the LiTFSI salt (3 M Fluorad)
under <3 mbar vacuum at 150 °C overnight. Dry DME was acquired
from a solvent still, and the DOL (Sigma-Aldrich) was dried with
molecular sieves prior to use. The bag cells were prepared in an Ar
glovebox using a Li metal anode and a glass ﬁber ﬁlter separator
(Whatman, GF/D). The free-standing cathode was pressed into a
carbon-coated Al mesh, and the Li metal anode was pressed into a Cu
mesh. The cells were prepared about 45 min prior to the start of NMR
measurements.
In situ NMR measurements were performed on a 7T OXFORD
instruments magnet, at a 7Li Larmor frequency of 117.2 MHz, with a
Tecmag Lap NMR console. A Bruker single channel static probe was
used with a 6 mm homemade coil. Spectra were acquired with a single
pulse excitation at an RF nutation frequency of 109 kHz, a π/2 pulse
of 2.3 μs and a relaxation delay of 10 s. Chemical shifts were
referenced with respect to a 1 M LiCl aqueous solution set at 0 ppm.
1D spectra were acquired continuously by adding 88 scans for signal
averaging (1D experiment time of 14 min 40 s). The spectra were ﬁt
with the DMFit program developed by Massiot et al.33 The errors
shown are the errors relating to each parameter of the ﬁt, as reported
by DMFit. A Biologic VSP (Ultimate Electrochemical Workstation)
was used for discharging the cell in situ at a rate of C/20 from open
circuit voltage to 1.5 V.

Figure 1. (a) The lowest energy solid-state structures in the LixS1−x
phase diagram, identiﬁed for Li2S8, Li2S6, Li2S4, and Li2S2, i.e., with
stoichiometry Li2Sy, all contain S chains of length y. These are all
metastable phases, with respect to S and Li2S. (b) Formation energies
of several possible stoichiometries of Li with S normalized per atom
(pa) using two diﬀerent methods: ab initio structure searching, AIRSS
(Method 1) and structures obtained by Li+ insertion into enumerated
vacancy sites in fcc or hcp S8 (Method 2). All intermediate structures
lie above the convex hull indicated by the dashed line indicating that
Li2S is the only favored solid-state phase in this system. (c) The
convex hull suggests that the discharge of an all solid-state Li−S
battery would exhibit a single plateau at 2 V (vs Li) corresponding to
one two-phase region and direct conversion to Li2S.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
DFT was used to calculate the formation energies of several
possible intermediate species in several stoichiometries of
LixS1−x. The Li2S ﬂuorite phase creates the bottom of a deep
convex hull between the Li and S end members (Figure 1b). All
predicted intermediate phases between Li and S8 lie well above
the convex hull indicating that their formation is thermodynamically unfavorable. This holds true for Li2S2, which is
commonly suggested as a solid product during the discharge
process prior to Li2S formation. The results of the calculated
phase diagram agree well with the experimental partial phase
diagram.34 The lowest energy relaxed phase for the Li2S2
stoichiometry is 66 meV (at 0 K) above the hull suggesting
that this phase is very unlikely to form from a thermodynamic
perspective. From the results of the convex hull calculations,
the expected discharge curve of an all solid-state Li−S system
would consist of a single plateau at 1.99 V (vs Li) due to a
direct conversion to Li2S (Figure 1c). Undoubtedly, conventional Li−S batteries with organic electrolyte are not solid-state
systems as the electrolyte is actively employed during the
discharge as evidenced by the formation of solubilized
intermediates. Two plateaus are observed in the discharge
proﬁle rather than the single plateau expected for an all solidstate system. In order to identify the true mechanism, a much
more complex phase diagram is required to correctly describe
the system, which includes the activity of the solvent. However,
the suggested discharge proﬁle for a pure solid-state cathode
(Figure 1c) could explain the mechanisms observed for Li−S
batteries that utilize ceramic and even polymer electrolytes.35,36
The absence of solid-state phases other than Li2S was veriﬁed
experimentally by attempting to synthesize the intermediate
stoichiometries with several preparation conditions. Reﬂuxing
n-butyl lithium with sulfur in toluene, heating Li2S and sulfur

under Ar in a Parr pressure vessel, and solvothermal syntheses
of n-butyl lithium with sulfur in toluene in a Parr pressure vessel
all failed to produce new phases. The only materials identiﬁable
by XRD were Li2S and S8. Higher targeted S:Li ratios result in
the formation of more crystalline Li2S suggesting that excess S
drives Li2S precipitation. The XRD of the prepared compounds
along with their solid-state 7Li NMR can be found in the
Supporting Information. Similarly, Cuisinier et al. observe only
Li2S and S8 phases in XRD when attempting to prepare LixSy
materials using yet another method: reducing S8 with LiEt3BH
in tetrahydrofuran.11 Additionally, there is very little or no
experimental evidence for solid Li2S2 formation in the literature.
Our inability to isolate Li2S2 experimentally coupled with the
results from the DFT calculations strongly suggests that Li2S2
does not form as a solid phase during the discharge. This agrees
well with the recent in situ XANES studies by Cuisineier et al.11
Despite the very low probability that intermediate solid
lithium polysulﬁde structures will form, it is interesting to
explore the structural trends in phases closest to the hull
(Figure 1). The quadrupolar coupling constants, CQ, of the 7Li
nuclei in the lowest energy structures in a number of
stoichiometries, were calculated and plotted (Figure 2). The
magnitude of the CQ is dictated by the symmetry and distortion
of the local bonding environment and changes in these values
16370
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Instead, we utilize 7Li NMR to explore the nature of
intermediates and products formed during Li−S discharge.
Since the solution products are key reaction intermediates
during discharge, we ﬁrst explore the sensitivity of 7Li NMR to
changes in Li+ and Sx2− concentrations. During cell operation,
an increase in dissolved Li+ concentration must coincide with
an increase in Sx2− concentration. To simulate this eﬀect, Li+
and Sx2− are titrated into the electrolyte solution at a ratio of
1:3 and 1:4 (Figure 3). The titration experiments indicate that
the resonance frequency varies signiﬁcantly with the ion
concentration (Li+ and Sx2−) but only mildly with the length
of the S chain.

Figure 2. Calculated quadrupolar coupling constants, CQ, for the 7Li
nuclei of the low-energy compounds in the series LixS1−x. The
distributions of CQ values for each Li atom in 28 stoichiometries found
by AIRSS are shown as histogram plots with the height of the line
indicating the number of atoms exhibiting that CQ.

are one measure of structural trends. All the calculated 7Li CQ
values are nonzero throughout the series save for Li2S (Figure
2), which exhibits a CQ value of 0 MHz owing to the tetrahedral
bonding environment of Li in the ﬂuorite structure.
The 33S nucleus exhibits an interesting trend as the
stoichiometry changes (Figure S1). As expected, the magnitude
of the CQ is much higher for 33S than for 7Li. The dependence
of the CQ on the bonding environment allows for interesting
structural information to be obtained from the CQ values. An
extended discussion of these structural trends can be found in
the Figure S1 caption. Additionally, the 33S chemical shift could
also be a useful metric to identify solid intermediates since the
distribution of calculated 33S chemical shifts move to higher
frequencies as the S-content increases (see Figure S2).
Although the solid-state phases of the intermediate
stoichiometries are not expected to form (Figure 1b), we
expect solubilized Sxn species to exhibit similar chain-like
bonding environments and thus similar 33S chemical shifts and
CQ values. A recent DFT study by Pascal et al. shows that the
structures of dissolved lithium polysulﬁdes, as predicted by ﬁrstprinciples calculations, exhibit the same structural trends that
AIRSS predicts for the low-energy solid-state structures, i.e.,
dissolved Li2Sy exhibits a chain of S atoms with two terminal S
atoms and (2 − y) S atoms within the chain.37 Therefore, in
principle, 33S NMR could be useful to determine solubilized
species forming during the Li−S discharge noting that
experimentally we are only sensitive to the CQ parameters
indirectly via, for example, relaxation phenomena. However, the
low natural abundance (0.76%), large quadrupole moment, and
low receptivity of 33S make it a very diﬃcult nucleus to probe
with both solid and liquid NMR. Successful solution 33S NMR
has only been achieved on highly symmetrical molecules such
as sulphones38,39 and organic compounds when using high rf
power levels, high magnetic ﬁeld, and extensive signal
averaging.40 We suggest that measuring 33S NMR would be
useful to probe the Li−S system if spectra with suﬃcient signalto-noise could be achieved. However, 33S NMR would be
diﬃcult in an in situ setup and was therefore not considered for
this study.

Figure 3. Solution NMR spectra of varying concentrations of Li+ +
Sx2− in the electrolyte, 1 M LiTFSI in DOL/DME. In (a) a 1:4 Li:S
starting ratio was employed, while in (b) the ratio was 1:3 Li:S. (c)
The chemical shift displays a linear dependence on the concentration
in each case. A lower Li:S ratio causes a smaller signal shift to higher
frequencies.

Therefore, we can expect the 7Li signal to shift to more
positive frequencies with increasing concentration of the
polysulﬁde in the electrolyte with a slight increase in shift as
the S chain lengths are reduced (and the S ions are further
reduced). This agrees well with the 7Li NMR spectra reported
by Patel et al. that also exhibit shifts to lower frequencies as the
Li:S ratio decreases.22 This shift is probably due to the
increased probability that Li+ ions are found in a S-rich
solvation sphere causing a deshielding of the Li+ but may also
be due to changes in the Li+ coordination number. There is no
trend in the line width as the concentration of S increases
suggesting a negligible change in viscosity up to 2.0 M S. The
shift of the 7Li resonance to higher frequencies due to an
increase in ion concentration can be used to help interpret the
in situ 7Li NMR spectra during the discharge of a Li−S bag cell.
Because the chemical shift range of 7Li in diamagnetic
compounds is very small, it is diﬃcult to identify intermediates
directly. Instead, the NMR spectra are used to track the
evolution of solubilized vs solid products as the cell discharges,
since the solid components generally result in broader signals
due to the presence of anisotropic interactions (such as
homonuclear dipolar interactions and quadrupole couplings);
these interactions are averaged out on the NMR time scale by
fast tumbling of the soluble species, generally resulting in
narrow line widths for the solution components.
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which allows for some dissolution as evidenced by a color
change of the electrolyte. This may cause a shift in the Li+
resonance, presumably based on the ex situ experiments, to
higher chemical shifts. Note that the observation of a distinct
shift must similarly imply that the two Li environments are
conﬁned in diﬀerent regions of the cell and cannot exchange on
the time scale of the NMR experiment.
Noticeable changes in intensity and shifts of the resonances
occur as the cell discharges (Figure 6). The spectrum at the end

Figure 4. In situ 7Li NMR signal overlaid on the electrochemical
discharge curve for a Li−S bag cell discharged galvanostatically at a
rate corresponding to C/20, using a 1 M LiTFSI in DOL/DME
electrolyte. A spectrum is recorded every 14.6 min. The cell is held at
open circuit for 15 min before discharge. The Li metal resonance at
+250 ppm12 is not shown.

Monitoring the 7Li signal as the discharge progresses reveals
an increase in dissolved Li+ (sharp signals) as well as the
formation of a solid component containing Li+ (broad
resonance) (Figure 4). The NMR signal is initially composed
of two sharp signals corresponding to two Li+ environments in
solution (Figure 5a). There are two possible explanations for

Figure 6. (a) The discharge proﬁle of the Li−S bag cell discharged at
C/20 and studied by NMR spectroscopy. The spectra were ﬁt using
the three components described in Figure 5 to extract the changes in
(b) chemical shift and (c) integrated intensities as a function of
discharge. The errors bars in (b) and (c) indicate the error of the ﬁt as
reported by the DMFit program.

of the discharge (Figure 5b) can be deconvoluted with three
diﬀerent contributions, the two sharp resonances from the
dissolved Li+ contributions and a broader resonance. The entire
in situ NMR data set was therefore ﬁt ﬁxing the widths of the
sharp resonances but allowing the line width of the broad
resonance to ﬂoat and good ﬁts are obtained throughout
(Figure 6b,c). The integrated area of the higher frequency,
sharp Li+ resonance increases as the cell discharges, which we
ascribe to the dissolution of polysulﬁdes (Figure 6c). We
therefore assign this resonance to the Li ions in the electrolyte
close to the carbon electrode, which will contain a higher
concentration of polysulﬁdes. The shift of the higher frequency
resonance to even higher frequencies agrees well with the
conclusion from the ex situ data that high ion concentrations
cause a positive shift in the Li+ resonance (Figure 6b). The
quantity of Li+ exhibiting a lower frequency resonance stays
relatively constant as the cell discharges which suggests that the
dissolution of polysulﬁdes is limited mostly to electrolyte near
the cathode structure and the migration of the polysulﬁdes
through the separator to diﬀerent regions of the battery is not
signiﬁcant at least during the ﬁrst discharge. This was also
suggested previously by in situ transmission X-ray microscopy.8
The calculations and experimental data strongly suggest that
the broad resonance is due to the solid phase, Li2S. The
chemical shift of the broad resonance is diﬃcult to determine
accurately in the spectra acquired in the initial stages of
discharge due to its broad nature and low intensity. Near the
end of discharge, the intensity of the broad signal is suﬃcient to
measure the chemical shift. The resonance shifts from ∼2 to ∼4
ppm, values that are similar to those determined for Li2S in a

Figure 5. (a) A ﬁt to the NMR line shape at t = 0 reveals two
resolvable sharp resonances, assigned to solution species, one at higher
frequencies, ν, and one at lower frequencies. (b) A third broader
component, assigned to a solid phase, is clearly distinguishable at full
discharge.

the origins of the two peaks. First, Li+ ions in solution can
experience diﬀerent local magnetic ﬁelds in diﬀerent parts of
the battery (for example, within the separator, the pores of the
electrode, and at the edges of the cell) due to bulk magnetic
susceptibility eﬀects caused by the diﬀerent susceptibilities of
the diﬀerent components in the cell.41 As shown in Figure S3,
even the separator causes a noticeable susceptibility shift of 1
ppm. Second, dissolved S is present prior to discharge because
of the time lag between cell fabrication and cell operation,
16372
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separate magic angle spinning experiment (2.3 ppm) and by
Patel et al. (2.5 ppm).22 The initial broadness of the signal also
results in larger errors associated with the ﬁt, as shown in
Figure 6c. The error reduces to about ±6% for subsequent ﬁts,
which is calculated by propagating the largest error (for ﬁts
performed on the spectra collected after 2 h of discharge)
reported by DMFit for the width and amplitude, assuming the
error of the integrated area is proportional to that of width ×
amplitude. The width of the Li+-containing solid resonance is
narrower than that measured for Li2S ex situ (Figure S4). The
line shape could be narrower because the Li2S formed
electrochemically may be disordered or contain defects,
which may result in higher Li+ mobility (resulting in reduced
broadening due to 7Li homonuclear dipolar coupling). This
decreased line width is similar to that observed for the highly
disordered form of Li2S formed with high Li:S ratios during our
attempts to synthesize diﬀerent LixS1−x phase (see Figure S6).
It is important, however, to consider alternative Li+-containing
phases that could form during cell operation, which include
solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) components forming at the
anode and other lithium sulﬁdes. Li+ in a noncubic environment is associated with nonzero values of CQ, the quadrupolar
interaction giving rise to distinctive satellite transitions from
which the CQ values can be extracted. We have used this
methodology to analyze the decomposition products formed in
a Li−air battery.42 The Li+ environments in crystalline Li2S are
cubic, and no satellite transitions are expected (Figure 2). In
contrast, all other stoichiometries of LixS1−x (Figure 2),
common SEI components43 such as lithium alkoxides, known
to form in ethereal solvents,44 and lithium hydroxide,45 have
nonzero CQ values and, as shown for the 7Li NMR spectrum of
lithium methoxide in Figure S5, should have clearly resolved
satellite transitions. Careful examination of a larger chemical
shift range reveals no evidence for any signiﬁcant satellite
transitions even when the spectra are added together to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
Further evidence that the Li+-containing solid is a result of
electrochemical processes comes from the observed rate of
formation. Because one electron is pulled from the anode to
produce one Li+ ion, the current and the rate of formation of
Li+ should be equal if the Li + formation is due to
electrochemical processes. Indeed, the integrated area as the
discharge progresses exhibits a linear trend, as would be
expected for a galvanostatic discharge, and thus we suggest that
the formation of the Li+-containing solid is a result of
electrochemical reactions (Figure 7). Near the beginning of
discharge, the formation of the solid species is very likely due to
electrochemical processes and not chemical reactions due to
shorting, i.e., the deposition of Li2S at the anode due to the
reduction of polysulﬁde ions (i.e., the polysulﬁde shuttle),46
since we observe a linear rate of formation. A positive deviation
from linearity would be expected if Li+ formation was due to
Li2S deposition on the anode due to an increase in Li+ content
that is unaccounted for by the current. Absence of a positive
deviation from the linear ﬁt is consistent with our suggestion
that the diﬀusion of polysulﬁdes into the bulk electrolyte is
minimal.
It is important to note that this study considers only the ﬁrst
discharge and the cell is constantly polarized during the entire
NMR experiment. Thus, polysulﬁde diﬀusion to the anode
could occur during charging when the cell is polarized in the
opposite direction. Additionally, if Li2S formation at the anode
occurs at the beginning of discharge, this process could slow

Figure 7. Integrated area of the dissolved Li+, the Li+-containing solid,
and the sum of all Li+ components taken from the ﬁts of the 7Li NMR
spectra of the Li−S cell as the discharge progresses. The slope of the
Li+ formation is linear which would be expected if the Li+ formation
was due to electrochemical processes. Initially, the rates of formation
of solid and dissolved products are almost the same. The linear
trendlines were ﬁt using the highlighted linear regions. A ﬁt to the plot
of the sum of Li+ components gives a slope of 0.27 au hr−1 if the ﬁt is
constrained to the same region used for the individual components.

down near the end of discharge due to passivation of the anode
by Li2S. This phenomenon could potentially cause a negative
deviation from linearity near the end of discharge due to an
artiﬁcially high formation of Li+ near the beginning, however, it
is unlikely that the rate of formation of Li+ due to shorting
would be linear and agree so well with the rate of formation of
the dissolved Li+ as we observe here. Therefore, we believe this
explanation to be unlikely. A more in depth study to determine
the quantity of Li2S formation at the anode (for example via
magnetic resonance imaging)12 needs to be done in future
studies using 2D NMR experiments that enable the
deconvolution of Li+-containing solid formation at the cathode
vs the anode. Based on the data presented here, however, we
suggest that the solid formation primarily occurs at the cathode
due to the strong linear character of the rate of formation.
The negative deviation from linearity near the end of the
discharge is likely due to an underestimation of the Li+ phase
fraction in the solid component due to the incomplete
relaxation of Li+ to their equilibrium polarization within the
10 s relaxation delay used in this experiment. Initially, the
longitudinal relaxation time (T1) is expected to be relatively
short (few seconds) due to the close proximity between the
Li2S forming and the carbon in the cathode. In our prior work
on conversion electrode materials, the T1 of the solid
component has been observed to depend on the thickness of
the solid layer formed and distance from the conductive carbon
in the electrode, which is a good source for T1 relaxation. This
spatial dependence has, for example, been seen in the CuF247
and RuO248 conversion systems. As the solid layer becomes
thicker, fewer Li+ ions are in contact with the carbon, and their
T1 relaxation is expected to increase until it reaches the value of
bulk Li2S (the T1 of crystalline Li2S is of the order of 10 s). If
the Li+-containing solid formed electrochemically exhibits
relaxation times comparable to that of the bulk Li2S measured
ex situ, the largest possible error in measured intensity would
be an underestimation of the signal by 40%, as estimated using
16373
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the relationship between T1, signal intensity, and relaxation
delay described previously.49
Strikingly, the Li+-containing solid begins to form near the
beginning of the ﬁrst plateau for our cell setup (Figure 6c).
This is signiﬁcantly earlier in the discharge than previously
suggested by many others. In situ XRD studies, for example,
report conﬂicting results regarding the point at which Li2S
crystallizes, but all reports are either after the ﬁrst plateau9,50 or
not at all.8 Reﬂections in XRD are only visible if crystallites are
large enough which limits its sensitivity. NMR techniques, on
the other hand, are able to detect very small quantities of solid
regardless of crystallinity and particle size. A previous ex situ
NMR study also shows evidence that a solid phase is present in
an electrode extracted before the onset of the last plateau.37
With in situ NMR, we are able to observe the formation of the
Li+-containing solid concurrently with the dissolved Li+ species
and at nearly identical rates suggesting that the Li2S is forming
without signiﬁcant reduction of the Sx2− in solution initially
(Figure 7). An alternative route for solid product formation
could be as a result of disproportionation reactions of dissolved
polysulﬁdes, however, the similar rates of formation of the solid
and dissolved products would require the disproportionation
reaction to occur at the same rate as the formation of the
dissolved polysulﬁdes (since the rate of formation of the solid
would essentially reﬂect the rate of the disproportionation
reaction). This scenario is unlikely as the rate of formation of a
solid species as a product of disproportionation likely depends
on many other parameters (such as the local concentration of
the polysulﬁde precursor, etc.), while the rate of formation of
the dissolved Li+ only depends on the current applied.
Additionally, a careful analytical study by Barchasz et al. on
the disproportionation reactions occurring in the Li−S cell does
not suggest the formation of solid product as a result of
disproportionation.7
At the second plateau, the quantity of Li+ in high S
concentration environments begins to decrease resulting in an
increase in Li+-containing solid formation suggesting that solid
formation during the second plateau is due to Sx2− reduction
from solution. It is also important to note that after full
discharge, a signiﬁcant quantity of Li+ in a high S concentration
environment remains indicating that not all the Sx2− is reduced
to S2−. This is evidence that the low capacity is due not only to
lack of electronic contact to insulating S in the cathode but also
to insuﬃcient reduction of Sx2− that is formed along the
discharge path. The endothermic interaction between the
dissolved, polar polysulﬁdes, and the hydrophobic carbon
surface51 along with diﬀusion limitations likely prevents
eﬃcient reduction.
We propose a ternary diagram that facilitates the visualization
of the Li−S discharge pathway and explains the formation of
the observed phases by in situ NMR (Figure 8). The electrolyte
in general contains several species but in the context of a Li−S
electrochemical cell can be treated as a single component. The
electrolyte forms one corner of this diagram. We note that
“electrolyte” could be replaced with “electrolyte solvent” as the
electrolyte salt is relatively inert with respect to the performance and mechanisms of the cell discharge.52 The diagram
exhibits a prominent single-phase region corresponding to Li+
and polysulﬁde species in solution. This phase must exist
because Li+ + polysulﬁde solutions can be prepared easily. Point
F represents the solubility of solid S in the electrolyte solvent,
which should be somewhat low for ethereal solvents.53 The
single phase region then dips strongly into the ternary in order

Figure 8. Proposed ternary diagram describing the pathway of the Li−
S discharge. The system can only be explained using a ternary phase
diagram as the electrolyte is actively involved in the discharge pathway.
The approximate discharge proﬁle would exhibit a plateau when
passing through the three-phase region, a voltage drop upon exiting
the three-phase region, and another plateau when passing through the
two-phase regions thereafter. This would result in two plateaus, as seen
in experiment.

to represent the higher solubility of long chain polysulﬁdes
(high S:Li ratio) and lower solubility of short chain polysulﬁdes,
which will be true for any low dielectric constant electrolyte
solvent like ethereal solvents.2 The bottom line of the phase
diagram is the Li−S binary axis and only one solid phase exists
on this line, which, as discussed above, is Li2S according to
DFT calculations (Figure 1b) and experiments. The two-phase
coexistence between S and Li2S along the binary Li−S axis will
expand into a ternary composition space as a three-phase
region. We propose that this three-phase region consists of S
(point A), Li+, and polysulﬁdes dissolved in the electrolyte
solvent (point B) and Li2S (point C) as schematically
illustrated by the blue triangle in Figure 8. The phase diagram
also shows a large two-phase region between solid Li2S and the
electrolyte solvent. The tie lines (thin red lines) in the twophase region represent compositions of constant chemical
potentials. The particular electrolyte chemistry determines the
solubility of short chain polysulﬁdes and therefore also the size
and shape of the electrolyte single-phase region in Figure 8.
The lower solubility of sulfur in the electrolyte in comparison
to the polysulﬁdes is represented by point F along the S−
electrolyte binary.
Based on this ternary diagram, it is possible to rationalize the
sequence and compositions of the phases observed with NMR.
Before discharge of the cell, the initial composition at the
cathode−electrolyte interface resides on the binary S−electrolyte axis, illustrated as point D in Figure 8. For high S/
electrolyte ratios at the cathode, the initial composition will lie
close to pure S. Assuming local equilibrium, the composition at
the cathode−electrolyte interface will follow a line to ﬁrst order
connecting the initial composition and the pure Li corner upon
discharge. A proposed discharge pathway is shown as the
dashed black line from point D to E. This line quickly passes
through the three-phase region, at which point solid Li2S will
form and coexist with both solid S and dissolved Li+ and
polysulﬁdes in the electrolyte, the latter having a ﬁxed Li
concentration. The proposed ternary diagram therefore
suggests that solid Li2S should form very early in the discharge
process and is consistent with the NMR observations.
The formation of Li2S when passing through the three-phase
region will most likely occur on the preexisting S particle
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Li+ from the anode to the cathode. The subsequent decrease in
the concentration of Li+ in solution is consistent with the
reduction of polysulﬁde solubility within the electrolyte phase
as the local composition passes through the two-phase region as
shown in the phase diagram of Figure 8.
Any modiﬁcations of the electrolyte chemistry will aﬀect the
solubility limits of the polysulﬁdes as well as the size and shape
of the three-phase region in which Li2S, S, and dissolved Li+
and polysulﬁdes coexist. Additional factors aﬀecting the shape
of the discharge proﬁle include the starting ratio of S to
electrolyte, indicated by point D in Figure 8. Furthermore,
varying the surface area of S in contact with the electrolyte will
indeed shift this point. Cathodes with higher S contents (all
other parameters held constant) should also exhibit higher
surface areas of S in contact with the electrolyte thus shifting
the beginning of the discharge pathway toward the S corner.
This results in a relative shortening of the second plateau,
which agrees well with previously published discharge curves
that study the eﬀect of the S/electrolyte ratio on performance.55,56 Only recently has the amount of electrolyte in the cell
been shown as an important factor governing cell performance,55−58 and this ternary diagram provides insight into how
the discharge curves may change depending on the starting
point of the discharge pathway. A large shift of point D (start of
discharge) toward point F could cause the discharge pathway to
traverse the single-phase region initially, which would deﬁne the
ﬁrst plateau in this case, thereby bypassing the formation of
Li2S until the two-phase region is reached during the second
plateau. If Li2S is indeed only forming during the second
plateau, then the dip in the voltage, often associated with the
onset and nucleation and growth of a new phase, should be
observable at the beginning of the second plateau rather than
the ﬁrst. This could explain why other experiments and
characterization techniques do not observe Li2S formation
during the ﬁrst plateau and further demonstrates the utility of
the ternary diagram to visualize the eﬀect of many variables on
the discharge mechanism.

surfaces to form a Li2S/S core−shell morphology. This
mechanism is supported by the linear increase in Li2S formation
in Figure 7 which suggests a surface reaction that does not rely
on solid-state Li diﬀusion (which would show a characteristic
parabolic time evolution). The cathode−electrolyte interface
then exits the three-phase region, indicating electrochemical
passivation of S probably due to Li2S deposition, and proceeds
through the two-phase region, where Li2S formation continues,
not by reducing solid S but rather by precipitating the
polysulﬁdes from the electrolyte. The reaction comes to an end
once the local composition of the electrolyte−Li2S mixture
reaches the tie line connecting the Li2S and the pure electrolyte
having no dissolved polysulﬁdes.
The schematic ternary diagram of Figure 8 also provides
insight about the shape of the voltage proﬁle. The voltage is
related to the diﬀerence in chemical potentials between the
cathode and the anode. In a ternary composition space, the
voltage will exhibit a plateau when passing through a threephase region or when the variation in composition is parallel to
a tie line in a two-phase region. Otherwise, the voltage proﬁle is
sloping with the density of tie lines deﬁning the grade of the
slope.54 The ﬁrst plateau in Figure 6a is consistent with the
proposed three-phase region in Figure 8. The initial dip in the
voltage immediately before the plateau can be attributed to the
polarization required to overcome a nucleation barrier to form
solid Li2S. The length of the plateau does not necessarily
correspond to the length of the discharge pathway in the threephase region (see Figure S9 for more detail). After the plateau,
there is a drop in voltage indicating a passage through a set of
dense tie lines between Li2S and a very stable dissolved
polysulﬁde. An exceptionally stable dissolved polysulﬁde would
result in a deep well in the ternary free energy surface and allow
for a large change in chemical potential without a signiﬁcant
change in the Li/S ratio. The voltage ﬂattens out after the step,
which could signify a three-phase region or, alternatively, as
indicated by the schematic diagram of Figure 8, a two-phase
region with a very low density of tie lines.
While the proposed three-phase region in Figure 8 is
consistent with DFT predictions, the failure to synthesize
intermediate solid lithium polysulﬁdes, the NMR observation of
the early formation of Li2S formation, and the plateau in the
voltage proﬁle, it is inconsistent with the observed linear
increase in the Li+ in solution (Figure 7). When passing
through the three-phase region, the electrolyte composition in
the vicinity of the cathode should remain constant and is
deﬁned by the apex of the three-phase triangle, point B. Instead,
the NMR measurements show a steady increase in lithium
polysulﬁde content as the discharge progresses. One possible
explanation for the contradiction is that the electrochemical cell
as a whole is not in equilibrium. Upon approaching the bulk
electrolyte (electrolyte far from the cathode), the concentration
of polysulﬁdes in the electrolyte decreases. The gradient in
polysulﬁde concentration across the electrolyte will generate a
ﬂux of polysulﬁdes away from the cathode. To maintain the
constant polysulﬁde concentration at the cathode interface
while passing through the three-phase region, polysulﬁdes need
to be formed at the cathode−electrolyte interface along with
the solid Li2S, thereby increasing the overall Li+ content in the
electrolyte solution. Hence, two redox reactions occur
simultaneously and, as indicated by Figure 7, with the same
rate. The parallel slopes in Figure 7 for Li2S formation and Li+
concentration in solution suggest that both reactions have the
same rate-limiting step, which is presumably the transport of

5. CONCLUSIONS
Experimental and computational studies carried out here
suggest that there is little or no evidence for solid products
other than Li2S during the discharge of the Li−S cell. Li+containing solid formation is observed near the beginning of
the ﬁrst discharge plateau with in situ NMR. This is a signiﬁcant
ﬁnding since these solids are hard to observe with other in situ
techniques such as XRD as a consequence of the small
crystallites that are formed and the relatively low X-ray
scattering powers of Li and S. With in situ NMR we are able
to see the formation of solid product independent of the
particle size and crystallinity. The formation rate of Li+containing solid remains steady during the entire discharge and
appears to not require the reduction of polysulﬁdes in solution.
It is only during the second plateau that NMR shows evidence
of reduction of solubilized Sx2− to solid product. The second
plateau coincides with a signiﬁcant decrease in Li+ and
polysulﬁde concentration and an increase in Li+-containing
solid formation suggesting that at this point, Li2S is formed by
reduction of polysulﬁdes in solution. At the end of discharge,
we see evidence for a signiﬁcant amount of polysulﬁdes
remaining in solution. This suggests that the low discharge
capacity on the ﬁrst cycle is in part due to insuﬃcient reduction
of polysulﬁdes in solution. The utility of in situ 7Li NMR
therefore clearly lies in its ability to distinguish solid vs
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dissolved products containing Li+ which provides further
insight into the Li−S discharge mechanism in this important
electrochemical energy storage system. This new insight on the
phases forming during discharge has inspired a proposed
ternary diagram which is able to describe the discharge pathway
of the Li−S cell and provides a visualization tool to present
trends already seen in the literature. The ternary diagram
enables pertinent information on the phases forming during
discharge to be distilled. The diagram can potentially help
inspire research to overcome the limitations of the Li−S
system, allowing it to reach its full potential.
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